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Inhigh-frequencybusservices,maintaining the service regularity isa critical issue.Theservice

regularity isdirectlyrelated totheexcessivewaiting times (EWT)ofpassengersatbusstops. Ina

regular service, the EWT isminimized resulting in even headways between consecutive buses

of the same line. In this study,wepropose thecombineduseof reschedulingandbusholding to

improve passengers' excessive waiting times. We model the dynamic rescheduling and bus

holding problem as an integer nonlinear program (INLP) and we prove its NP-hardness. Our

model considers the constraints of the original timetable e an issue that is usually neglected

frommostdynamiccontrolmethods.GiventheNP-hardnessofourmathematicalprogram,we

introduce a problem-specific heuristic to explore efficiently the solution space. The conver-

gence rate of the proposed heuristic is tested against other solution methods, including

simulated annealing with linear cooling, hill climbing and branch and boundwithmulti-start

sequential quadratic programming. In addition, simulationswith the use of actual operational

data from a major bus operator in Asia Pacific demonstrate an up to 35% potential EWT

improvement for a minor increase of 6% to the travel times of onboard passengers.
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1. Introduction

Bus operations in densely populated urban areas exhibit

higher frequencies; thus, headways between consecutive bus

trips are smaller. In such a context, passengers are more

interested in service regularity which is achieved when the

bus arrivals at stops are evenly distributed across time

(Trompet et al., 2011). However, even if buses are evenly

dispatched from the terminal, they tend to bunch together

at downstream stops due to inter-station travel time and

dwell time variations. Typically, the bus trip which is left

behind has to board more passengers when it arrives at a

stop, resulting in higher dwell times that prevent it from

catching up with its preceding bus and trigger bus

platooning (known also as bunching) Gkiotsalitis (2019b).

The adverse effects of bus bunching, such as service

irregularity, have been studied by Chapman and Michel

(1978) and Powell and Sheffi (1983).

Bus bunching results in highly variable passenger waiting

times which need to be stabilized to perform regular services.

Minimizing the variability of passenger waiting times (known

also as excessive waiting times (EWT) because they deviate

from the planned waiting times) is the main key performance

indicator of high-frequency bus services. In several cities,

transport authorities try to provide monetary incentives to

bus operators to keep the excessivewaiting times close to zero

(Transport for London (2015) and Leong et al. (2016)). The

excessive waiting time is the preferred key performance

indicator in high-frequency services because passengers

typically arrive randomly at stops without consulting the

timetable (Cats, 2014; Cats and Loutos, 2016). For this, the

main determinant of passenger waiting times in high

frequency services is regularity, expressed in the form of

excessive waiting times, rather than punctuality, expressed

in the form of on-time adherence to the planned timetable

(Asgharzadeh and Shafahi, 2017; Chandrasekar et al., 2002).

A bus service with no excessive passenger waiting times is

a perfectly regular service since the even dispatching head-

ways are maintained at all downstream stops. Any potential

disturbance by the time a bus is dispatched can affect the bus

headways at downstream stops resulting in bunching. To

limit the negative effects of a disturbance, one can apply dy-

namic control to the bus operations. Recently, Adamski and

Turnau (1998), Daganzo (2009), Daganzo and Pilachowski

(2011) and Gkiotsalitis and Alesiani (2019) worked on models

for operational control to alleviate the headway variability.

The most typical dynamic control measures are bus holding

(Hern�andez et al., 2015; Gkiotsalitis and Cats, 2019;

Zolfaghari et al., 2004), stop-skipping (Eberlein et al., 1998; Fu

et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2013), rescheduling (Cevallos and Zhao,

2006; Gkiotsalitis, 2020; Li et al., 2009), and short-turning/

interlining (Gkiotsalitis et al., 2019b; Verbas and

Mahmassani, 2015). Other dynamic control options, such as

signal priority (Koehler and Kraus Jr., 2010; Liu et al., 2003;

Skabardonis, 2000) and speed control (Daganzo and

Pilachowski, 2011; Mu~noz et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014),

have also been studied; but, they have received limited

attention.
Several of the above-mentioned works consider multiple

objectives, such as the improvement of service regularity,

reduction of the in-vehicle travel times, reduction of the

operational costs and synchronization at transfer stations

(Gkiotsalitis et al., 2019a; Nesheli and Ceder, 2015; Wu et al.,

2016). This leads to multi-objective optimization problems

that are typically transformed into single-objective ones

with the use of weight factors (Sun et al., 2008). To apply a

control measure, the main problem lies in determining the

control location(s) (Cats et al., 2014; Eberlein et al., 2001; Sun

and Hickman, 2008) and the form of the intervention (Cats

et al., 2012; Fu and Yang, 2002; Koutsopoulos andWang, 2007).

Although there are several studies on implementing

different dynamic controlmeasures, there is a limited number

of works that try to combine them. Namely, stop-skipping and

bus holding were combined by Cort�es et al. (2010), Eberlein

(1995), Lin et al. (1995), and S�aez et al. (2012). In addition,

Gkiotsalitis et al. (2019b) introduced a genetic algorithm that

combines short-turning and interlining with the use of

virtual lines. Mu~noz et al. (2013) intertwined speed control

with bus holding. Lastly, Cort�es et al. (2011) integrated short

turning and dead-heading. Despite the above, given the

computational complexity and the requirement of

computing optimal control measures in quasi-real-time,

different operational control approaches are typically

applied in isolation. As a remedy, this study proposes a

holistic approach that integrates two of the most common

dynamic control measures e namely, rescheduling and bus

holding e and introduces problem-specific solution methods

that can provide improved solutions in near real-time. This

is expected to provide major benefits in terms of

normalizing the passenger waiting times which, as will be

later shown in our case study, can result in improvements of

up to 23%.

A key challenge in dynamic control is the computation

speed and the ability to return improved solutions in quasi-

real-time. The rescheduling and bus holding problem is a

hard-to-solve optimization problem with several operational

constraints, such as the pre-defined dispatching time in-

tervals, the crew schedules including layover and break times,

the vehicle circulation constraints and more. Several ap-

proaches have simplified the decision process to return a fast

solution to this complex problem by ignoring the operational

constraints or controlling one trip at a time (Berrebi et al.,

2018; Fu and Yang, 2002). Such oversimplifications yield

closed-form expressions that return immediately a

suggested control measure, but fail to cater for the

implications of such suggestions to the daily schedule and

the operational constraints. In our work, we consider such

constraints and we treat our decision problem as a rolling

horizon optimization problem (Silvente et al., 2015) where

the impact of every decision to the past and future

operations is considered.

Past works have developed bus holding models (Eberlein

et al., 2001) and rescheduling models (Gkiotsalitis, 2019a;

Gkiotsalitis and Van Berkum, 2020) that account also for the

impact of holding and rescheduling decisions to past and

future operations. Notwithstanding, there is a lack of works

that combine both rescheduling and bus holding while

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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catering for the impact of the control decisions to past and

future operations. Our study fills this research gap and

provides the following key contributions: (a) the modeling of

the combined rescheduling and bus holding problem in

rolled rolling horizons, (b) the formal proof of its NP-

Hardness, (c) the reformulation of the problem to an-easier-

to-solve problem that has always a feasible solution with the

use of exterior point penalties, (d) the introduction of a

problem-specific genetic algorithm for solving our problem

in quasi-real-time, and (e) the investigation of the potential

improvement in terms of service regularity in a high-

frequency circular bus line in Asia Pacific. The last part

answers our main research question which is related to the

investigation of the practical benefit to the bus operations

when applying dynamic rescheduling and bus holding.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in

Section 2 we model the regularity-based bus operations

subject to operational constraints and we prove that the

rescheduling and bus holding problem in rolled rolling

horizons is an NP-Hard problem. In Section 3, we

reformulate our mathematical program with the use of

exterior point penalties and propose a problem-specific

genetic algorithm for its solution. In Section 4, we introduce

our case study, we test the performance of different solution

methods, and we investigate the potential gain when

applying rescheduling and bus holding by using actual data

from a high-frequency bus line in Asia Pacific. Finally,

Section 5 summarizes our results and provides future

research directions.
2. Modeling the regularity-based bus
operations

To implement dynamic bus holding and rescheduling, we re-

optimize our operations in rolled rolling horizons. Rolling

horizon optimization is commonly used in industrial appli-

cations and has two significant benefits. (a) It considers

several decision variables and actors in the system; thus, the

impact of our decisions on our surrounding environment (i.e.,

future and past trips) is taken into consideration. (b) It allows
Fig. 1 e Dynamic re-optimization of regularity-ba
the re-optimization of all actors in the rolling horizon in short

time instances; thus, the effect of disturbances in our system

is limited because it is highly unlikely to confront several

disturbances in very short time intervals (Eberlein et al., 2001).

Our real-time rescheduling and bus holding problem is

dynamic in nature and is solved in rolled rolling horizons.

Such a control problem considers E ¼ C1;2, $$$; eD bus trips at a

time that belong to the rolling horizon. The preceding trip that

is not included in our rolling horizon, 0, and the trip that fol-

lows our rolling horizon, e þ 1, are the boundaries of our

problem and we cannot reschedule or hold them. That is to

say, our rolling horizon is of size e. A control problem is to be

solved repeatedly every time the horizon is rolled. Rolling

horizons should be rolled frequently, e.g., every 1e5 min, to

use the newly available information to our decision process.

Each time our rolling horizon includes e consecutive trips, and

this is why the rolling horizon is rolled. Rolling the rolling

horizon frequently benefits from the newly available infor-

mation and enables us to react to recent disturbances. Addi-

tionally, since our repeated optimization is performed in very

short intervals, we can solve every rolling horizon problem

instance as a deterministic problem. In the deterministic

problem, we consider deterministic travel times based on

their expected values in the short future since our solution

will be shortly updated when the rolling horizon rolls, avoid-

ing the negative effects of numerous unexpected disturbances

(Eberlein et al., 2001).

To demonstrate the dynamic control in rolled rolling ho-

rizons, we introduce Fig. 1. Initially, at the top part of Fig. 1 we

have a rolling horizon with e vehicles C1; 2, $$$; eD where

vehicles 1e5 are running, and vehicle e is about to be

dispatched. The boundaries of our rolling horizon are trips

0 which has completed its service and trip e þ 1 which is

traveling towards the dispatching stop and will be

dispatched after trip e. When we compute our rescheduling

and bus holding control measures in this rolling horizon, we

consider trips C1;2, $$$; eD since the boundary trips 0 and e þ 1

are out of our control.

After some time, trip e þ 1 arrives at the dispatching stop

and is ready to be dispatched. Then, our control decisions will

affect trips C2;3, $$$; e; eþ 1D, whereas trips 1 and e þ 2 are the
sed bus operations in rolled rolling horizons.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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new boundaries of our updated rolling horizon (bottom part of

Fig. 1).

The optimal control measures in every rolling horizon are

calculated based on the operational constraints and the reg-

ularity-based KPI (in our case, the EWT of passengers at bus

stops). In our dynamic problem, we receive automated vehicle

location (AVL) information from the running buses and the

rescheduling and bus holding measures are continuously

updated in rolled rolling horizons. The list of sets, subscripts,

parameters, and variables used in the modeling of regularity-

based bus operations is presented in Table 1.

The values of the arrival time and departure time variables

are determined as follows. The arrival time of trip j at stop

k 2 S\{1, 2} is

aj;kbdj;k�1 þ tj;k�1 cj2E;ck2Snf1; 2g (1)

where the arrival time of a trip at stop k is equal to its de-

parture time from the previous stop, k � 1, plus the inter-

station travel time from stop k � 1 to stop k. In addition, at the

second stop of the bus line the arrival time is defined ac-

cording to the following boundary condition.

aj;2byj þ tj;1 cj2E (2)

where yj is the dispatching time from the first stop. The de-

parture time of trip j from stop k is equal to the arrival time

plus the dwell time at that stop.
Table 1 e List of sets, subscripts, parameters and va

Nomenclature

Set

E ¼ C1;2; $$$;eD Ordere

S ¼ C1;2; $$$;sD Ordere

Parameter

dj Origin

tj,k Expect

bus st

assum

betwe

h Minim

succes

h Maxim

succes

bj Bus tr

y Latest

this ro

gk The (fi

stop k

Decision variable

xj,k Bus ho

only p

Additi

horizo

yj Resch

alread

becom

Variable

Vk Excess

dj,k Depar

aj,k Arriva

E½hk� Averag

k 2 S\

qj,k Dwell
dj;kbaj;k þ qj;k cj2E;ck2Snf1; sg (3)

The departure time from the first stop is yj and is a decision

variable of our problem. The dwell time qj,k is another variable

because it varies with the inter-arrival headways of buses

(e.g., longer inter-arrival headways result in more passenger

arrivals and more passenger boardings).

Inter-arrival headways can affect the dwell times of buses

since a longer time headway will require from the trailing bus

to board a proportionally higher number of passengers. That

is, qj,kf aj,k� aj�1,k,cj2 E\{1}, k2 S\{1}, where aj,k� aj�1,k is the

inter-arrival headway between two consecutive buses at stop

k. In this study, we adopt the dwell timemodeling approach of

Daganzo (2009). In Daganzo (2009), the dwell time of each trip

j 2 E\{1} at stop k 2 S\{1} is defined as

qj;k :¼ gk

�
aj;k � aj�1;k

�
cj2Enf1g; k2Snf1g (4)

where gk� 0. The above expression relates the dwell timewith

the expected number of boardings with the use of parameter

gk. gk expresses the marginal increase (decrease) of the dwell

time of any trip at stop k for a unit increase (decrease) in

headway. Note that for gk � 0, the dwell time cannot be

negative. Eq. (4) results in a dwell time that: (a) does not have

an upper bound because, as in Daganzo (2009), we do not

consider the impact of capacity limitations on the dwell
riables.

Definition

d set of trips in the rolling horizon.

d set of bus stops of the bus service.

ally planned departure time of each bus trip j 2 E.

ed travel time of bus trip j2 E from bus stop k to its next

op, k þ 1, where k 2 S\{s}. Note that this parameter is

ed to be deterministic given the short time intervals

en repeated optimizations Eberlein et al. (2001).

um allowable headways at the first bus stop between

sive trips.

um allowable headways at the first bus stop between

sive trips.

ip that is operated just before trip j by the same bus.

possible dispatching time of the last trip dispatched in

lling horizon to avoid schedule sliding.

xed) marginal increase in the dwell time of a bus trip at

arising from a unit increase in the inter-arrival headway.

lding of bus trip j2 E at bus stop k2 S\{1, s}. xj,k can take

ositive values because it refers to holding.

onally, if trip j has already visited stop kwhen the rolling

n starts, xj,k ¼ 0.

eduled dispatching time of trip j2 E. Note that if trip j has

y been dispatched when the rolling horizon starts, yj
es a known parameter for trip j.

ive waiting time (EWT) of passengers at bus stop k.

ture time of trip j 2 E from stop k 2 S\{1, s}.

l time of trip j 2 E at stop k 2 S\{1}.

e inter-departure headway among trips j 2 E at stop

{1}.

time of trip j at stop k.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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time calculation, (b) is primarily governed by the number of

boardings, and (c) neglects the effect of additional passenger

arrivals during the short time period where the bus

performs boardings/alightings. This dwell time formulation

ignores potential capacity limitations at the operational level

because the number of operating vehicles is typically

decided at the tactical planning phase in such a way that the

planned vehicle supply can almost always satisfy the

passenger demand (Ceder, 2016).

Notwithstanding the aforementioned simplifications of Eq.

(4), Daganzo (2009) showed that such relation between dwell

times and inter-arrival headways is a good approximation of

reality. Using empirical results, Daganzo (2009) showed that

his model represents real operations with high accuracy and

reported typical values of gk in the range of 0.01e0.1. In

practice, the constant gk must be empirically estimated for

each bus stop based on the historical AVL data. For instance,

Daganzo (2009) reported a gk x 0.1 on rush hours and

gk x 0.01 on weekends. Note that gk is stop-specific in order

to capture spatial variability of passenger demand and can

change at different time periods of the day. Within the short

time frame of a rolling horizon, gk is considered time-

independent and varies only from stop to stop. The reason is

that gk represents the passenger arrival rate which is

relatively stable in short time periods and changes from

peak to off-peak hours.

2.1. Operational constraints

A first operational requirement of bus services is the compli-

ance to the dispatching time intervals. Those intervals are

derived from the tactical planning stage where the bus fre-

quencies are set (Gkiotsalitis and Cats, 2018). The dispatching

time difference between two successive bus trips, j, j þ 1,

should satisfy the dispatching interval constraints.

h � yjþ1 � yj � h cj2Enfeg (5)

where h is the minimum allowable headway and h the

maximum allowable headway between two successive trips.

Another typical set of operational constraint is related to

layover times. For every bus trip j 2 E\{1}, there is a previous

bus trip i operated by the same bus. The previous bus trip i2 E

is linked to trip jwith the use of an e-valued list, b, where bj ¼ i,

cj 2 E\{1}. The minimum allowed layover time of trips oper-

ated by the same bus can be denoted by a vector R with e � 1

elements. Minimum allowed layover times mostly vary from

zero minutes to half an hour depending on the nature of the

required break before starting a next trip (i.e., short break after

several successive trips operated by the same bus driver or

long break during lunchtime). The layover time adds another

set of inequality constraints to the bus operations.

yj � ðabj ;s þ qbj ;sÞ � Rj cj2Enf1g (6)

where abj ;s þ qbj ;s is the time bus trip bj completed its service.

Consequently, abj ;s þ qbj ;s plus the minimum allowed layover

time Rj should be less than the dispatching time of trip j to

ensure that the vehicle that will operate trip j is available

(vehicle circulation requirement).
Additionally, the boundary constraints in our systemare as

follows.

� Bus trips must maintain their original dispatching order,

thus

yjþ1 � yj cj2Enf1g (7)

� The last bus trip that is dispatched in the current rolling

horizon cannot be dispatched later than the latest allowable

dispatching time; thus, avoiding a schedule sliding that

would have resulted in propagating delays to future trips.
ye � y (8)

Constraints of Eqs. (4), (5) and (7) imply that overtaking

among buses of the same line does not occur in practice.

Because overtaking might occur in high-frequency services,

recent works (Wu et al., 2017, 2019) have taken into

consideration overtaking in the modeling of bus operations.

Our model can also be adapted to account for overtaking by

re-indexing the ranking of buses at each stop. With re-

indexing, bus trip j þ 1 is replaced by bus trip j0, which is

derived by

j0 ¼ arg min
j02E

aj0 ;k j aj0 ;k � aj;k

Note that trip j0 is the re-indexed bus trip that arrives at

stop k after trip j (Wu et al., 2019).

2.2. Objective function

Apart from satisfying operational constraints, bus operators

need to minimize the excessive waiting time (EWT) of pas-

sengers at specific (control point) bus stops to improve the

service regularity. Considering the EWT minimization on

several control point stops leads to a multi-objective optimi-

zation problem; however, one can measure a single service-

wide EWT value by adding weight factors to the EWTs of

different control point stops. This allows the formation of a

single scalar objective function. Let f be the scalar objective

functionof theservice-wideexcessivewaiting time (EWT), then

fðVÞb
X

k2Snf1;sg
wkVk (9)

where wk � 0 is the weight factor for every excessive waiting

time Vk at stop k 2 S\{1, s}. Note that if wk ¼ 0, stop k is not

considered a control point stop. We also note that the average

inter-departure headway among trips that depart from stop

k 2 S\{1, s} is as follows.

E½hk�b

Pe�1

j¼1

ðdjþ1;k � dj;kÞ

e� 1
(10)

According to the studies of Osuna and Newell (1972) and

Welding (1957), the EWT at bus stop k 2 S\{1, s} is defined as

Vkb
E½hk�
2

þ

Pe�1

j¼1

��
djþ1;k � dj;kÞ � E½hk�

�2
2E½hk� (11)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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where
Pe�1

j¼1

��
djþ1;k � dj;kÞ � E½hk�

�2
is the second moment of the

inter-departure headway around the average inter-departure

headway (mean). Eq. (11) indicates that the excessive waiting

time Vk of passengers at stop k is linked to the inter-departure

headways among all trips (Welding, 1957). The excessive

waiting time is used as the key performance indicator of

service regularity by bus operators of high frequency

services in several metropolises (e.g., London, Singapore

(Leong et al., 2016)).

Finally, we note that the rescheduled dispatching times yj
are integer and belong to a discrete set q that expresses the

dispatching times in minutes. The holding times xj,k are also

discrete and non-negative since a negative holding is not

possible. In past literature, Sun and Hickman (2004) have

shown that bus drivers can apply holding times in the range

of q0 ¼ C0; 5; 10, $$$; 90D seconds because they cannot

implement holding with a higher granularity than 5-s

intervals. The maximum limit of a 90-s holding is

established because longer holding times are not convenient

for onboard passengers.
2.3. Mathematical program

The objective and constraints expressed in Eqs. (1)e(11) yield

the following mathematical program (Q).8>><>>:
ðQÞ : min fðVÞ
s:t: Eqs:ð1Þ � ð11Þ
yj2q cj2E
xj;k2q0 cj2E;ck2Snf1; sg

(12)

Theorem 2.1. Program (Q) is an NP-Hard problem that can be

solved to global optimality with a time complexity of at most

O(jqjejq0je(s�2)).

Proof. Program (Q) is an integer program (IP) because its de-

cision variables receive values from the discrete sets q, q0. In

addition, its objective function is fractional due to Eq. (11) that

determines the values of Vk. Hence, program (Q) is an integer

nonlinear program (INLP), which is one of Karp's NP-Hard

problems since it is an NP-Complete decision problem Karp

(1972). That is, there is no polynomial algorithm that can

solve all instances of (Q) unless P ^ NP.

In the worst-case, this combinatorial problem can be

solved to global optimality with brute-force where the solu-

tion space is explored exhaustively. That is, all jqjejq0je(s�2)

potential bus holding and rescheduling combinations are

evaluated and the best one is selected yielding an exponential

time complexity of O(jqjejq0je(s�2)).

Theorem 2.1 proves that our INLP program (Q) cannot be

solved in polynomial time and, in the worst-case, its

computational complexity increases exponentially with the

number of trips, e, and stops, s. Therefore, in larger

problem instances one should resort to heuristics that do

not explore the entire solution space when solving

program (Q).
3. Solution method

3.1. Infeasibility and problem reformulation

The solution of program (Q) should satisfy several constraints.

Due to the large number of constraints, an exterior point

penalty function is introduced to approximate the con-

strained problem of (Q) by an easier-to-solve problem struc-

tured such that its minimization favors the satisfaction of the

constraints. The proposed penalty function adds to the

objective function f additional terms that introduce high

penalties when violating inequality constraints, e.g., the

constraints of Eqs. (5)e(8). Starting from our constrained

optimization problem, (Q), we introduce the penalty function

(p) as follows.

pðx; y;VÞb fðVÞ þ P
j2Enfeg

Waðmax½h � ðyjþ1 � yjÞ;0�Þ2

þ P
j2Enfeg

Wbðmax½yjþ1 � yj � h; 0�Þ2

þ P
j2Enf1g

Wcðmax½Rj � yj þ abj ;s þ qbj ;s;0�Þ2

þ P
j2Enf1g

Wdðmax½yj � yjþ1;0�Þ2

þWeðmax½ye � y;0�Þ2

(13)

The penalty function pðx; y;VÞ adds a penalty to the former

objective function, fðVÞ, every time an inequality constraint of

Eqs. (5)e(8) is violated. In this way, every inequality constraint

violation increases the value of the newobjective function, pðx;
y; VÞ, and our mathematical program is directed towards

satisfying all inequality constraints. To ensure that the satis-

faction of inequality constraints is prioritized over the

improvement of fðVÞ, we introduce large weight factors Wa,

Wb, $$$, We \ 0 that direct our mathematical program to

minimize first the penalties of the constraint violations. Our

reformulation in Eq. (13) is a classic reformulation of exterior

point penalty methods that relax the constraints of multi-

constrained optimization problems by introducing them in

the objective function (Bertsekas, 1975). This results in the

approximation of the constrained optimization problem (Q)

by the following one.8>><>>:
ðQ
�
Þ : minpðx;y;VÞ

s:t: Eqs: ð1Þ�ð4Þ;ð9Þ�ð11Þ;ð13Þ
yj2q cj2E
xj;k2q0 cj2E;ck2Snf1;sg

(14)

An immediate benefit of this reformulation is that program

ðeQÞ is always feasible (see Lemma 3.1).

Lemma 3.1. Program ðeQÞ has always a feasible solution.

Proof. In program ðeQÞ the inequality constraints of Eqs. (5)e(8)

are lifted and added to the objective function with the use of

penalties. Note though that in ðeQÞ the equality constraints of

Eqs. (1)e(4), (9)e(11), (13) still remain. Those equality con-

straints are physical (hard) constraints that merely set the

values of our problemvariables (namely, the departure time of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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every trip, dj,k, the objective function, f, the average headway

at a particular stop, E½hk�, the EWT,Vk, and the dwell times qj,k).

Such hard constraints can be always satisfied because the

variables dj;k; f ; E½hk�; Vk; qj;k; aj;k are unbounded in R if we do

not consider the inequality constraints of Eqs. (5)e(8). Hence,

program ðeQÞ has always a feasible solution.

In contrast, our former program, (Q), is not always feasible

because there might be no solution that satisfies the

inequality constraints of Eqs. (5)e(8) in specific problem in-

stances. An important property of program ðeQÞ is that it can

determine whether program (Q) is feasible when it is solved

to global optimality. This property is discussed in

Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.2. Provided that x0; y0;V0 is a globally optimal solution

of ðeQÞ for a particular problem instance, program (Q) has a feasible

solution if, and only if, pðx0;y0;V0Þ ¼ fðV0Þ.

Proof. If pðx0; y0;V0Þ ¼ fðV0Þ for x0; y0; V0, then the sum ofP
j2EnfegWaðmax½h � ðyjþ1 � yjÞ;0�Þ2 þ/þWeðmax½ye � y; 0�Þ2 is

equal to zero. Given that every term in the previous summation

is squared and the weight factors W1, $$$, We are not negative,

each individual term in the summation is equal to zero. Hence,

it is sufficient to prove that if every summation term is equal to

zero for solution x0;y0;V0, the inequality constraints of program

(Q) expressed in Eqs. (5)e(8) are satisfied. WhenX
j2Enfeg

Waðmax½h � ðyjþ1 � yjÞ;0�Þ2 ¼ 0

then h � yjþ1 � yj;cj2Enfeg and the first part of constraint of

Eq. (5) is satisfied. WhenX
j2Enfeg

Wbðmax½yjþ1 � yj � h; 0�Þ2 ¼ 0

then yjþ1 � yj � h;cj2Enfeg and the second part of constraint

of Eq. (5) is satisfied. WhenX
j2Enf1g

Wcðmax½Rj � yj þ abj ;s þ qbj ;s; 0�Þ2 ¼ 0

then yj � ðabj ;s þqbj ;sÞ � Rj; cj2Enf1g and constraint of Eq. (6) is

satisfied. WhenX
j2Enf1g

Wdðmax½yj � yjþ1;0�Þ2 ¼ 0

then yjþ1 � yj, cj 2 E\{1} and constraint of Eq. (7) is satisfied.

Finally, when Weðmax½ye � y;0�Þ2 ¼ 0, then ye � y, satisfying

constraint of Eq. (8). Thus, for pðx0; y0;V0Þ ¼ fðV0Þ all

inequality constraints of program (Q) are satisfied and have

a feasible solution. This completes our proof.

Finally, programs (Q) and ðeQÞ have the same globally

optimal solution for problem instances where (Q) is feasible.

This shows that solving the easier-to-solve program ðeQÞ is

equivalent to solving (Q) when (Q) is solvable, e.g., has a

feasible solution (Corollary 3.3).

Corollary 3.3. Programs (Q) and ðeQÞ have the same globally

optimal solution for the problem instances where (Q) is feasible.
Proof. If program (Q) is feasible, then d V0 j fðV0Þ � fðVzÞ,
cz2F , where F is the feasible region of (Q). Additionally, V0

satisfies the equality constraints of Eqs. (1)e(4), (9)e(11), and

(13) since it is a global optimum. Therefore, there exists a

unique set of bus holding times, x0, and rescheduled dis-

patching times, y0, that corresponds to V0 due to the satis-

faction of the equality constraints of Eqs. (1)e(4), (9)e(11), and

(13). Theorem 3.2 follows that if all inequality constraints are

satisfied for solution x0; y0; V0, then pðx0; y0; V0Þ ¼ fðV0Þþ 0.

Therefore, pðx0; y0; V0Þ � pðxz; yz; VzÞ, cz2eF , where eF is the

feasible region of ðeQÞ, because:

� fðV0Þ � fðVzÞ , cz2eF since fðV0Þ � fðVzÞ, cz2F and eF3F

� 0 �
X

j2Enfeg
Waðmax½h � ðyzjþ1 � yzj Þ;0�Þ2 þ /

þ Weðmax½yze � yz;0�Þ2, cz2eF
That is, if x0; y0;V0 is a globally optimal solution of (Q), it is

also a globally optimal solution of ðeQÞ.
Equivalently, if x0; y0;V0 is a globally optimal solution of ðeQÞ

and (Q) is feasible, Theorem 3.2 follows that pðx0; y0; V0Þ ¼
fðV0Þþ 0. Hence, pðx0; y0;V0Þ is a globally optimal solution of

fwithin the feasible region of (Q) and this completes our proof.

From the analysis of programs (Q), ðeQÞwe established some

important properties in problem instances where all

inequality constraints can be satisfied. In problem instances

that a feasible solution of program (Q) does not exist, our

reformulated program ðeQÞ can direct our solution method

towards satisfying some inequality constraints in the expense

of others. This can be achieved by using different weight

values to the weight factors Wa, Wb, $$$, We that prioritize the

satisfaction of specific constraints. For instance, if we assign

the highest value to weight factor Wd, then, in case a feasible

solution does not exist, program ðeQÞ will try to satisfy first the

inequality constraints related to maintaining the original

dispatching order of bus trips because they are penalized by

Wd > Wa, Wb, $$$, We. This can be an important tool for bus

operators willing to satisfy some specific constraints in the

expense of others in infeasible problem instances.
3.2. Problem-specific genetic algorithm

Herein, we introduce a problem-specific genetic algorithm

(GA) to solve the NP-Hard problem expressed in program ðeQÞ.
Evolutionary algorithms, such as GA, are heuristics that

converge fast to an improved solution by exploring intelli-

gently the solution space. Note that the solution of a heuristic

is not always the global optimum and its convergence rate

cannot be guaranteed (except in the case of small-scale

problem instances where the global optimum can still be

computed with exact optimization methods (Holland, 1975)).

We note here that the performance of different heuristics

depends on the problem at hand and the calibration of their

hyper-parameters. Therefore, there is no general rule for

selecting one heuristic over another (this should be investi-

gated in practice). Although we introduce a GA to solve our

discrete optimization problem, we experiment with other

heuristics, such as hill climbing (HC) (Rahim et al., 2013),

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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simulated annealing (SA) (T€ornquist and Persson, 2005), or

tabu search (TS) (Glover, 1986), and compare their

performance in our numerical experiments.

GA considers a pool of solutions rather than a single so-

lution at each iteration. The principal stages of a typical GA are

(a) encoding the initial population, (b) evaluating themembers

of the population, (c) parent selection for offspring generation,

(d) crossover and (e) mutation. We define the population C3Z
as a (finite) subset of the discrete solution set Z. Each popu-

lation member ci 2 C is an e(s � 1)-dimensional matrix

expressing the rescheduling and bus holding strategy

for buses e 2 E. Formally, C ¼ (c1, c2, $$$, cp), where p is the

population size, which is one of the hyper-parameters of the

GA. Each population member ci 2 C has e(s � 1) genes that are

randomly sampled from the feasible set of ðeQÞ, eF , as follows.8<: cij12q cj2E

cijk2q0 cj2E;ck2Snf1; sg (15)

Here, each gene cij1 denotes the rescheduled dispatching

time of trip j 2 E and each gene cijk; k2S\{1, s} denotes the

holding time of trip j 2 E at stop k 2 S\{1, s}. Note that, as we

discussed in the nomenclature, if trip j has already been dis-

patched when the rolling horizon starts, then cij1 is treated as a

parameter. The same holds true for cijk which is set to zero if trip

j has already visited stop k when the rolling horizons begins.

Algorithm 1 summarizes our GA-approach (Hurink, 1998).

Alg. 1 is as follows.
Algorithm 1: Genetic algorithm.
We hereby discuss the details of our algorithm. In line 2 of

Alg. 1 we evaluate the performance of pðx; y;VÞ for each ci 2 C.

For this, each yj 2 y receives the values of cij1, each xj,k 2 x re-

ceives the value of cijk, where k 2 S\{1, s}, and each Vk2V re-

ceives the value that satisfies the equality constraints in

program ðeQÞ.
In line 4 of Alg. 1 we determine the (p � p0), 1 � p0 < p,

survivors from the initial population C. These survivors are

the fittest members of the generation C (i.e., those that return
the lowest values of pðx; y; VÞ), and ensure that good assign-

ments are not lost during the iteration process.

In line 7 of Alg.1 we apply a (random) crossover operation

to Pi ¼ (r, t) with jPij ¼ 2 and r, t 2 C0. Formally, for each

crossover operation we construct a random {0, 1}-matrix

(Hurink, 1998; Schneider and Kirkpatrick, 2006)

m ¼

2664
m11 m12 … m1;s�1

m21 m22 … m2;s�1

« « «
me1 me2 … me;s�1

3775
and we let child u ¼ crossm(r, t) have genes ujk ¼ rjk if mjk ¼ 1,

and ujk ¼ tjk if mjk ¼ 0.

In line 8 of Alg.1 we mutate the newly-generated mem-

bers. Each gene ui
jk; j2E; k2Snfsg, is mutated with proba-

bility h and receives a random value from set q if k ¼ 1 or set

q0 if k ¼ f2;3, $$$,s� 1g.
The GA continues to construct new populations until the

value of the objective function pðx; y;VÞ cannot be further

improved, or after a predetermined number of iterations.
4. Case study with a major bus operator in
Asia Pacific

4.1. Experimental setting

The main scope of the case study is to test the effect of dy-

namic rescheduling and bus holding in actual operations. For
this, we use real data from amajor bus operator in Asia Pacific.

In our experiment, we (i) explore the potential improvement

in terms of passenger EWT reduction and operational con-

straints satisfaction; and (ii) identify how fast the proposed GA

converges to an improved solution.

The case study is one high-frequency circular bus service

with 245 daily trips. The circular service covers 7.5 km and

serves s ¼ 22 bus stops with an average trip travel time of

37 min. Fig. 2 presents the topology of the bus stops. Note that

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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Fig. 2 e Circular bus service (bus stops' topology).

Table 2 e Headway ranges (minimum and maximum
allowed headways) for different time periods of the day.

Time period (min) Headway range (min)

Minimum
allowable, h

Maximum
allowable, h

AM peak (390e450) 3 5

AM (450e510) 3 6

OP (510e1020) 2 7

PM (1020e1140) 3 6

NT (1140e1380) 5 10
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the 1st stop of the line is also the last stop of the line (22nd

stop) since the buses operate in a loop. The circular bus line

of our case study is a feeder service covering residential

blocks, schools, public amenities and connecting them to a

mass rapid transit (MRT) station.

In this bus line, the regularity of the service is monitored at

three control point stops (namely, stops 8, 12, and 21). In those

stops, the service-wide EWT of passengers is measured using

Eqs. (3)e(11).

The first daily trip starts at 5:20 and the last at 24:55 (in

minutes, 320e1495). From the frequency settings phase that

precedes our problem, the day is divided into five time periods

that exhibit different demand patterns. At each period, the

minimum and maximum allowable dispatching headways

among successive trips (h ;h) aremodified to accommodate the

respective passenger demand. These headway ranges are

presented in Table 2.

The headway ranges are the first set of inequality con-

straints of our optimization problem since the dispatching

time interval of all consecutive trips should satisfy those

ranges (namely, if two consecutive bus trips operate at AM

peak, their dispatching time difference should be within the

3e5 min range).

Additionally, the minimum layover time requirement

among bus trips operated by the same bus should be satisfied.

In our case study, if one bus completes three successive trips a

resting time of at least 10 min is required before starting

another trip.

As previously stated, the service-wide EWT, fðVÞ, is

measured using Eqs. (3)e(11). Given that we have four

different time periods with different dispatching headway

requirements, fðVÞ is measured over those different time pe-

riods. The four different time periods are the early morning

period (AM Peak þ AM), the main operational period (OP), the

afternoon period (PM), and the night time (NT). Their time
duration(s) were reported in Table 2. Using the fðVÞ value and

the inequality constraints of the headway ranges and layover

times, we construct our objective function pðx; y;VÞ according
to Eq. (13). Onemissing element from pðx; y;VÞ is the boundary

condition of the latest possible dispatching time, y, of our last

trip in the rolled rolling horizon, e, which prevents schedule

sliding. This is determined as follows: at the beginning of

each rolled rolling horizon, y is set equal to de, which is the

originally planned dispatching time of the last trip in the

rolling horizon. This is instrumental in avoiding schedule

sliding and the propagation of delays.
4.2. Problem solution: hyper-parameter tuning and
solution improvement

After tailoring our objective function, pðx;y;VÞ, to the param-

eters of our case study, we allow our rescheduled dispatching

times y to receive values from the discrete set q which in-

cludes all times of the day discretized in minutes and our

holding times x to receive values from the set q0 which in-

cludes non-negative holding times discretized in 5-s intervals

(section 2). Then, we solve our mathematical program ðeQÞ at
each rolling horizon with our GA and we implement the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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Table 3 e Hyper-parameter tuning: performance of the
GA for different values of the population size and the
mutation probabilities.

Population
size, p

Mutation
probability, h (%)

Performance of
obtained solution

20 5 9.3245

20 10 9.0186

20 15 6.0527

20 20 9.3512

20 25 8.7615

50 5 0.4256

50 10 0.2672

50 15 0.2935

50 20 0.3145

50 25 1.1267

100 5 0.1362

100 10 0.1353

100 15 0.1378

100 20 0.2562

100 25 0.3172

200 5 4.2356

200 10 1.2567

200 15 1.2635

200 20 2.7463

200 25 6.5214

Note: The time limit of each optimization is 60 s.
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control measures that can be applied before the horizon is

rolled; thus, triggering a new optimization. After a new

optimization is triggered, a new rescheduling and bus

holding strategy is produced and this procedure continues

until the end of the day.

First, the hyper-parameters of our GA (e.g., population

size, mutation rate) are tuned to attain its best perfor-

mance. This is performed by applying our GA to the same

scenario using different hyper-parameter values and

selecting the ones that result in the best outcome. The

running time of the GA is limited to 60 s because a rolling

horizon should be rolled in short time periods to ensure

that our control measures are frequently updated in line

with the changes of the operational conditions (Eberlein

et al., 2001). The results are summarized in Table 3. We

note that program ðeQÞ and our GA are programmed in

Python 3.7 and implemented on a 2556 MHz processor

machine with 1024 MB RAM.

From Table 3 one can note that the best performance is

achieved for a population size of p ¼ 100 and a mutation

probability rate of h ¼ 10%. For a larger population size

(p ¼ 200) the number of population generations within the

60-s computation time limit is reduced significantly because

it is more time consuming to evaluate the performance of

200 population members at each population generation.

Hence, a population of 200 members will not evolve

significantly until the optimization ends. Finally, population

sizes with 20 or 50 members under-perform. Especially in

the case of 20 population members, the initial population is
unrepresentative of the variety of the solution space and

this results in a myopic search. To conclude, a population

size of 100 members is deemed appropriate for the needs of

our case study.

To provide a tangible example of the solution of ðeQÞ within

a rolling horizon, Fig. 3 shows how the GA converges in 4

population generations (iterations) when using a population

size of p ¼ 100 and a mutation probability of h ¼ 10% within

the time limit of 60 s. At the beginning of the optimization,

our fittest population member violated 6 operational

constraints and had a service-wide EWT score, fðVÞ ¼ 0:210.

After two population generations, our fittest population

member satisfies all constraints since pðx; y; VÞ ¼ fðVÞ ¼
0:162. Our GA stabilizes after the 2nd population generation

and terminates at the 4th population generation with pðx;y;VÞ
¼ fðVÞ ¼ 0:1353.

The required computational time of solving ðeQÞ with our

GA on our conventional computing machine was 48 s, which

is in line with the requirements of near real-time control. We

hereby note that one cannot be certain how close our

improved solution is to the global optimum, but we highlight

the significant improvement of the initial solution guess after

four population generations.
4.3. Comparison against state-of-the-art solution
methods

The scope of this analysis is to test the proposed GA against

other heuristic or local optimization methods to determine

the trade-off between solution accuracy (in terms of global

optimum approximation) and computational costs. This is

important because our problem is computationally intrac-

table for large scenarios and highly accurate heuristics are

required.

At first, exhaustive exact optimization methods, such as

brute-force, are excluded from the computational experi-

ments because they cannot return a solution due to their

exponential computational complexity. Another solution

method is the branch and bound (B&B) approach that relaxes

the INLP program ðeQÞ to a series of continuous ones that can

be solved with sequential quadratic programming (SQP)

given the non-linearity of the objective function. Program ðeQÞ
is not convex; thus, B&B cannot guarantee the computation

of a globally optimal solution since the locally optimal solu-

tion of the continuous problem relaxation is not a globally

optimal one. Hence, B&B results in a heuristic exploration of

the solution space.

In addition to B&B, two other discrete optimization heu-

ristics are tested. The first heuristic is a problem-tailored

simulated annealing (SA) search. Starting from the penalty

function of eQ we generate a randomly selected initial solution

guess denoted as c0. This initial solution guess returns a

penalty function score pðx; y;VÞ for solution c0 and we perform

linear cooling based on the initial temperature Temp accord-

ing to Alg. 2. Note that Temp is a hyper-parameter of the SA

algorithm that needs tuning. Alg. 2 is as follows.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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Algorithm 2: Simulated annealing with linear cooling.
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Last, we test a problem-specific random-restart hill

climbing (R-R HC) heuristic. Given that our problem is not

convex, R-R HC will also not necessarily find the global

minimum. R-R HC is a meta-algorithm built on top of the hill

climbing algorithm. It iteratively does hill-climbing, each

time with a random initial condition c0. The best cm is kept: if

a new run of hill climbing produces a better cm than the

stored state, it replaces the stored state (Skiena, 1998). Alg. 3

summarizes the hill climbing sub-routine which is called at

each random restart. Alg. 3 is as follows.
Algorithm 3: Hill climbing.
After solving program ðeQÞ with the above-mentioned

methods, the results are summarized in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 presents

the improvement of the initial penalty function score after

applying SA with linear cooling, GA, B&B with multi-start

SQP and R-R HC. Fig. 4 demonstrates the significantly

better convergence of the first two solution methods. To

reduce the bias when comparing different heuristics, the

hyper-parameter of the SA is tuned resulting in
Temp ¼ 1500 and all algorithms are terminated after

running for 60 s.

It is worth noting that the B&B method does not perform

well because of the limited computation time of 60 s that does

not allow B&B to perform a vast exploration. In addition, the

R-R HC method does not converge fast because it depends on

the quality of the random-restarts (e.g., a randomly selected

solution which is far from the globally one cannot be

improved much when searching its immediate neighborhood

with HC).
4.4. Simulation-based evaluation

From our numerical experiments we have established that

GA and SA perform well when solving real-size problem in-

stances of eQ within a limited time. The computed resched-

uling and bus holding solution can be implemented

every time a rolling horizon is rolled. Thus, the control

measures are updated continuously from the beginning

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2020.06.002
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Fig. 3 e Convergence of our GA when solving ðeQÞ in one rolling horizon.

Fig. 4 e Summary results comparing the solution performance of heuristic search methods.

Fig. 5 e RMSE errors of the simulated arrival times at stops after the calibration.
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Fig. 6 e Observed passenger boardings per hour at each bus stop (from 08:00 until 12:00).
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until the end of the daily operations. Herein, we evaluate the

performance of our proposed rescheduling and bus holding

approach in a simulation environment using real opera-

tional AVL and APC data from our circular bus service pre-

sented in Fig. 2.

To apply the computed rescheduling and bus holding

measures in each rolling horizon, we import the bus line to-

pology in the open source simulation of urban mobility

(SUMO) using OpenStreetMaps. The AVL data from the actual

bus operations of one day is used to replicate the daily oper-

ations in SUMO. The parameters of traffic scenarios in SUMO

are calibrated to the actual measurements with the use of the

constrained optimization by linear approximation (COBYLA)

algorithm from the SciPy library in Python. COBYLA computes

the optimal parameter values of traffic flows and traffic signal

cycles by minimizing the root-mean-square error (RMSE) be-

tween the actual and simulated arrival times of buses at stops.

COBYLA updates the traffic simulation parameter values at

each iteration until reaching an acceptable RMSE error. An

acceptable RMSE error indicates that the simulated arrival

times of buses at stops are sufficiently similar to the actual

ones, thus allowing us to accept the simulation as a proxy of

the real operations. COBYLA is used for calibrating the simu-

lation parameters following the benchmark example of cali-

bration with COBYLA in Smilowitz et al. (1999). In our case, we

adapt this calibration example to our dataset. The resulting

RMSE errors of the simulated arrival times of buses at stops

after the end of the calibration are provided in Fig. 5. The

RMSE is calculated for every stop according to the

formulation of Barnston (1992).

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPT
j¼1ða

∧
j;k � aj;kÞ2
T

s
ck2S (16)
Table 4 e Daily performance of the simulated bus operations w

Do-nothing

Average passenger waiting time (s) 282.4

Average passenger riding time (min) 12.20

Service-wide EWT (min) 0.221

Constraint violation 5
where T ¼ 245 is the total number of arrival time observations

at each stop k (equals to the number of daily trips), a
∧
j;k is the

simulated arrival time of trip j at stop k, and aj,k is the observed

arrival time. From Fig. 5 the bus stop with the highest RMSE

error is bus stop 18 where the simulated arrival times of

buses differ from the observed ones for up to 3 min.

In addition, the hourly boarding rates expressed as number

of boarding passengers per hour are derived from historical

APC data. For demonstration purposes, the hourly boardings

from 08:00 until 12:00 are presented in Fig. 6.

In the simulation of the daily operations, the inter-station

travel times are governed by the simulated traffic conditions

and the passenger arrival rate at stops is governed by the

hourly passenger boardings from the actual data. In our

evaluation, we test the performance of (i) the do-nothing

scenario where no control measures are applied during the

daily operations; (ii) our approachwhere rescheduling and bus

holding measures are computed in 60-s intervals and imple-

mented until the new rolling horizon starts; (iii) the two-

headway-based holding method of Fu and Yang (2002) which

holds a bus arriving at a stop based on its time headway

with its preceding and following bus.

Table 4 presents the results of approaches (i)e(iii) when

applied in the same simulation scenario of one day of

operations. In Table 4 we report the average passenger

waiting time at stops, the average passenger riding

times, the service-wide excessive waiting time that

indicates the service regularity, and the operational

constrain violations.

Interestingly, the two-headway-based method of Fu and

Yang (2002) that decides about the holding time of a single

bus when it arrives at a control point stop results in more

constraint violations than the do-nothing case. The reason
hen applying different control methods.

Proposed approach Fu and Yang (2002)

252.2 264.7

13.02 13.94

0.141 0.162

0 9
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Fig. 7 e EWT at different stops and different time periods of the day in the do-nothing case, when applying rescheduling,

and when applying both rescheduling and holding in rolled rolling horizons.

Fig. 8 e Adherence to the headway range limits. Five bus trips (126, 135, 136, 144, 146) violate the headway limits at the do-

nothing case. (a) Before applying rescheduling and bus holding control. (b) After applying rescheduling and bus holding

control.
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Fig. 9 e Daily performance of the simulated bus operations

in terms of service-wide EWT when applying our

rescheduling and holding approach in rolling horizons

with varying number of trips, ranging from 1 to 15.
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behind this is that such holding strategy applies holding with

the single objective of maintaining the target headways

among successive buses. Thus, this might cause large

holding times that can result in schedule sliding. Our

holistic rescheduling and bus holding approach considers

the operational constraints when determining the values of

the decision variables and is able to satisfy those constraints.

It is worth noting that the do-nothing case results in the

lower passenger riding times (6% lower compared to our

approach and 12% compared to Fu and Yang (2002)) because

when a bus is held the travel times of onboard passengers

increase. This travel time increase of in-vehicle passengers

is compensated with the improvement of the service

regularity by 36% and 27%, respectively. By the same token,

the average passenger waiting time at stops drops by 11%

and 6% when using our approach and the approach of Fu

and Yang (2002), respectively.

To provide a more detailed comparison, in Fig. 7 we report

the observed EWT in all control point stops (namely, stops 8,

12 and 21), at all time periods of the day (AM, OP, PM, NT)

when:

� applying both rescheduling and bus holding;

� applying only rescheduling;

� applying no control measures (do-nothing case).

The service-wide EWThas been reduced to 0.141minwhen

applying both rescheduling and bus holdingea 36% improve-

ment from the normal operations and 23% improvement from

the rescheduling-only case.

Apart from the potential gain in service regularity,

rescheduling and bus holding can help meeting the opera-

tional constraints as illustrated in Fig. 8. The typically violated

constraint in the normal (do-nothing) operations is the

headway intervals of the dispatching times of successive

trips. This is reported in Fig. 8 which shows that in five

occasions successive trips were dispatched with a long

headway in the do-nothing scenario, resulting in

unexpectedly high passenger waiting times at the

downstream stops. The five trips that were dispatched late

were the 126th, 135th, 136th, 144th, and 146th trips of the

day. Rescheduling and bus holding in each rolled rolling

horizon were capable of modifying the dispatching times of

those five trips and alleviating dispatching time variations

outside the allowable limits.

4.5. Sensitivity analysis with respect to the time interval
of the rolled rolling horizon

In our previous evaluation, our approach computed new

rescheduling and bus holding measures in rolled rolling hori-

zons with 60 s intervals. In the 60 s intervals, we computed the

newdispatching and holding times of up to e¼ 9 trips. However,

only a small fraction of our decisions were implemented in

practice before the start of new rolled rolling horizons that

trigger a re-optimization. If we consider horizons with longer

time intervals, our decisions may improve because they will be

less myopic (Hickman, 2001). One would expect that with short

time intervals the optimization problem solution is more

myopic because we consider a limited number of buses when
making a decision. For instance, in the extreme case of very

short time intervals we might be able to decide only about the

control actions of a single vehicle within a rolled rolling

horizon. Conversely, with long time intervals we can decide

about the control actions of multiple busesebut this increases

the solution space of the problem.

To evaluate the importance of the time interval of a rolled

rolling horizon, we perform an additional analysis. We hereby

test the performance of the daily operations when the time

interval of our rolled rolling horizon varies is such away that it

allows us to optimize from 1 to 15 trips at a time. The results of

this evaluation are presented in Fig. 9.

From Fig. 9 one can note that if we consider very short time

intervals that include only the following trip, e ¼ 1, the

improvement in service regularity compared to the do-

nothing case is just 4.5%. If we decide about the

rescheduling and holding times of more upstream trips, our

performance improvement is monotonically increasing up to

e ¼ 8 trips. After that, further improvements are marginal

and do not justify the exponential increase of the problem

complexity (Theorem 2.1).
5. Concluding remarks

In this work, we developed a combined rescheduling and

bus holding model that is applied in rolled rolling horizons

to improve the regularity of high-frequency bus services.

We further developed a novel model for the combined

problem and proved that it results in an NP-Hard INLP

program that might not have a feasible solution. As a rem-

edy, we introduced a reformulation that treats operational

constraints as exterior point penalties and proposed a

problem-specific genetic algorithm to explore intelligently

the vast solution space and return an improved solution in

quasi-real-time.
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Our dynamic control was tested on the simulated daily

operations of a high-frequency circular bus line operating in

the inner city of a major bus operator in Asia Pacific. Results

showcased a potential 35% improvement of the service-wide

excessive waiting times compared to the do-nothing case. In

addition, our reactionary control measures were capable of

satisfying the operational constraints. Despite the improve-

ments in service regularity and passenger waiting times, in-

vehicle travel times increased by 6% because of the holding of

buses at control point stops.

We expect that this work will contribute on improving

the regularity-based bus operations and increasing the

confidence of passengers towards bus services. In future

work, our approach can be extended to rail operations or

can be used as the basis for improving the reliability of

multi-modal coordination at transfer points. Additionally,

our rescheduling and bus holding approach can be

expanded with the addition of other control optionsesuch

as stop-skipping (S�aez et al., 2012).
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